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Geometric Calibration of ERS Satellite SAR Images

Johan Jacob Mohr and Søren Nørvang Madsen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Geometric calibration of the European Remote Sensing (ERS) Satellite synthetic aperture radar (SAR) slant range images is important in relation to mapping areas without ground reference points and also in relation to automated processing. The relevant SAR system parameters are discussed and calibrated by using the European Space Agency (ESA) transponders at Flevoland. The resulting accuracy of the slant range images corresponds to 10 m horizontally on the ground. The results are verified by using runway intersections and corner reflectors surveyed with differential GPS techniques. Based on a seven-year ERS-1 and a four-year ERS-2 time series, the long term stability is found to be sufficient to allow a single calibration covering the entire mission period. A descending and an ascending orbit tandem pair of the ESA calibration site on Flevoland, suitable for calibration of ERS SAR processors, is described to allow other researchers to geometrically calibrate their processing systems.

Index Terms—European Remote Sensing (ERS) satellite, geolocation, geometric calibration, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), SAR interferometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

A MAJOR achievement of European Remote Sensing (ERS) Satellite ERS-1/2 has been the accurate radiometrically calibrated SAR imagery, e.g., [1], [2]. However, the most spectacular success of ERS-1/2 is interferometry, which is geometric in character, [3]–[6].

In this paper, we describe our attempts to calibrate ERS-1/2 geometrically. Specifically, we discuss the following:

1) relevant ERS system parameters and how they are derived;
2) our approach to calibrate a satellite SAR sensor geometrically by using ground control points of limited horizontal accuracy;
3) calibration of the key parameters;
4) verification of the derived parameters;
5) stability of the derived parameters over the ERS-1/2 lifetime;
6) a standard calibration data set for ERS-1/2.

The information provided in the paper relates to the ERS-1/2 system. We used a Range-Doppler SAR processor designed for airborne as well as satellite data [7], but the results would also apply to SAR imagery focused with proper implementations of other algorithms, e.g., the wave-number or the chirp scaling algorithms, [8].

II. SAR GEOCODING

A multitude of scientific applications of satellite interferometric SAR data has evolved over the last few years. One of the challenges in the coming years is to bring the techniques to a level where, for example, regional or continental scale digital elevation models and displacement maps can be generated on an operational basis. This is important not only for commercial exploitation of satellite interferometric SAR data but also for many government and scientific applications.

Today, one of the key limitations in many processing systems is the need for manual identification of ground control points (GCPs). For large area mapping, automatic use of GCPs is obviously an advantage, but also in many areas, GCPs are very difficult or impossible to identify in the SAR images.

For geometric calibration, we use the fact that the SAR image in the slant range projection can be characterized by the slant range and the processing squint angle (Doppler) [9]. Provided that the acquisition geometry (the state-vectors) is known with sufficient accuracy, the mapping into the slant-range geometry of any given point with known geographical coordinates can be calculated.

This mapping from the three-dimensional (3-D) Earth-surface to two-dimensional (2-D) radar coordinates depends on radar system parameters only and is not image dependent. In the following, we show that a dead-reckoning approach supports mapping with a 10 m ground accuracy with ERS-1/2 data. This is the subject of the present paper.

The opposite mapping from radar coordinates to 3-D map coordinates requires a third coordinate, which can be obtained by using interferometric SAR. The accuracy of the third coordinate, the cross-range component, depends on the unwrapped (absolute) interferometric phase, which depends strongly on the scene and on the acquisition conditions (baseline, atmosphere, etc.). Therefore, it is much more difficult to quantify the final geolocation accuracy for interferometric SAR products. This mapping is not the subject of the present paper.

III. REQUIRED PARAMETERS

When interferograms are processed directly from raw data, only a few parameters are required. Determination of the geometry of the focused single look complex (SLC) SAR images requires knowledge of

- platform state vectors;
- time of reception for each pulse;
- slant range offset (corrected for internal delay in the radar);
- reference squint angle

in conjunction with other processing parameters, e.g., processing window offset. The SAR focusing additionally requires:
• carrier frequency $f_c$;
• sampling frequency $f_s$;
• knowledge of pulse encoding, e.g., chirp length, $T_c$, and bandwidth $B_c$.

IV. ERS Precision Orbit Data

For most ERS-1 and ERS-2 SAR acquisitions, precision orbit (PRC) data are available from the German Processing and Archiving Facility (D-PAF), Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. The data format is excellently documented in [10]. The definition of different time scales and coordinate systems and conversions between the different datums is given in [11]. In particular, it should be noted that a transformation is given such that the orbit data provided in ITRF94 can be converted to WGS-84. The accuracy of the data are on the order of 10 cm to 30 cm for the satellite positions [12].

In cases where no PRC data are available, the D-PAF provides preliminary orbit (PRL) data. Finally, the leader file includes state-vectors with an accuracy better than 10 m, [13], [14]. This is sufficient for geolocation of data.

V. RAW ERS DATA PREPARATION

The raw data file(s) needs preprocessing before SAR focusing in order to
• correct for missing lines, by use of the image format counter (IFC);
• align data to correct for sampling window start time (SWST) changes, i.e., changes in slant range offset during the image acquisition;
• estimate the time of first line, i.e., the ICU (Instrument Control Unit) binary time of first line.

A. Missing Line Cleaning

Missing lines in the raw data cause an azimuth shift of the images, which in turn causes an easily observed degradation of interferograms. Furthermore, uncompensated missing lines cause along track shifts degrading the absolute geolocation accuracy. Missing lines can be corrected by adding dummy lines to the raw data. We use lines having an average of the nominal DC value, $(I, Q) = (15.5, 15.5)$, but that choice is not critical.

Typically, a standard ERS frame with nominally 28 000 raw lines has from zero and up to a few missing lines. However, near the borders of station coverage, the number of missing lines can increase dramatically. This suggests that missing lines are introduced by the data down-link chain. Our confidence in this assumption is strengthened by the fact that we have not observed missing line effects in data corrected by use of the IFC. The IFC is a part of the auxiliary information, attached to the raw data lines in the radar [15]. The IFC increments by one for each raw data line.

The correction for missing lines is not straightforward since the IFC is subject to bit errors. It is our experience that robustness of the algorithm is important. The selected algorithm is described in Appendix A.

Merging of adjacent frames become very simple, if performed in a separate step after the cleaning. In this case, the cleaned IFC values, common in the overlap region, can directly be used as line identifiers.

B. SWST Cleaning

The integer sampling window start time (SWST) number determines the time offset between pulse transmission and sampling of radar echoes in units of $4T_s$, where $T_s$ is the A/D sampling interval. To accommodate satellite altitude variations, the SWST is changed every 400 km along track, based on a look-up table [15]. The SWST values are available in each line of the raw data. It is our experience that the SWST is changed only in steps of 22 units. The relation between the SWST number and the slant range offset in seconds is given in Section VI.

It is convenient to align data according to the SWST and clean the SWST values after correction for missing lines and after merging of adjacent frames. It is noted that an uncorrected SWST bit error in one line only causes one line to be shifted by an erroneous amount, in effect replacing good data with noise. Due to the SAR focusing, this causes only a minor degradation of the image quality. The selected algorithm for SWST cleaning is detailed in Appendix A.

C. ICU Estimation

The satellite binary master clock is located in the On-Board Computer (OBC), [16]. It is used for datation of all events in the satellite including datation of raw radar data managed by the instrument control unit (ICU). The ICU binary clock values are available in each line of the raw data. A step by one corresponds to 1/256 second. The value is updated every fourth raw data line. A method for ERS-1/2 users to convert an ICU value to coordinated universal time (UTC) is given in Section IV.

The relative accuracy of the ICU clock has been assessed using a mixture of ERS-1 and ERS-2 data. For eight data sets we extrapolated corresponding values of the ICU counter and UTC by 35 days and compared with the values provided in data acquired 35 days later. We find a relative accuracy on the order of $2 \cdot 10^{-7}$, which demonstrates the importance of frequent correlation of the ICU clock and UTC as performed by ESA via the Kiruna Station, [17].

One unit of the ICU corresponds to approximately 6.6 radar pulses. Thus, the third pulse after an ICU update may have a timing uncertainties of up to 9.6 pulses. This corresponds to 40 m along track and is not sufficient for precision geolocation. Therefore, a linear relation between raw data line numbers $n_{raw}$ and the ICU values is established. The linear relation is used to get an equivalent ICU (a floating point number) of the first raw data line, see Appendix A.

VI. RADAR PARAMETER SUMMARY

In this section, we summarize the extraction of SAR parameters from the leader file and the raw data file of the standard ERS.SAR.RAW product. The parameters used must support a geometric calibration scheme that is globally valid. The method is based on documentation from ESA. [15], [18], [19], processing experiments, and assumptions on implementation and stability of the ERS radar system. Details are found in Appendix B.
The slant range offset, the range sampling spacing, the pulse repetition interval, and the carrier frequency are all based on a temperature controlled ultrastable oscillator that produces an output at nominally 61.6279 MHz (personal communication, R. Gelsthorpe, ESA/ESTEC). This frequency is doubled to the IF frequency of 123.2558 MHz, which is further multiplied by 42 to 5176.7436 MHz for use in the up/down-converters. The 123.2558 MHz signal is also divided by 13 and multiplied by 2 to yield the A/D sampling frequency, and this is in turn divided by 4 to provide a signal for the adjustable counters which controls the sampling window offset and the pulse repetition interval.

The parameters are summarized in Table I, where the A/D sampling frequency $f_s$ is used as the basic parameter. We used the value of $f_s$ provided by the D-PAF, which is insignificantly different from the value that can be derived from the reference oscillator frequency given above, see Appendix B. Our calibration experiments confirm the value of the sampling frequency and that it can be considered constant over time.

The SWST in units of $4T_s$ determines the slant range offset, for the pulse echoes which are received slightly more than nine pulse repetitions intervals after transmission. The calibration constants are provided in Table I. However, it is recommended to calibrate each SAR processor individually for $t_{0,b}$ and $t_{0,s}$ since different approaches for pulse compression may result in different positions of the compressed peak.

The pulse repetition interval $T_p$ is calculated from the integer PRI value, which is in units of $4T_s$.

The time of first line is based on the estimated (floating point) binary time of first line $t_{0,0}$, which we derive from the integer ICU values of many lines. The binary time is converted to UTC by using information provided by ESA in the leader file.

Exact knowledge of the pulse parameters $f_c$, $T_c$, and $B_c$ are not critical as long as they are kept constant in the processing. Changing the values may change the position of the compressed radar echoes.

### Table I: ERS-1/2 Radar Parameter Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range offset</td>
<td>$t_{0} = 9T_p + SWST \cdot 4T_s - t_{0,b} + t_{0,s}$</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>$t_{0,b}, t_{0,s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency</td>
<td>$f_s = 18.962468$ MHz</td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of first line</td>
<td>$t_l = (t_{0,0} - ICU_b) \cdot ICU_\Delta + ICU_l + t_{1,b}$</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>$t_{l,b}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse interval</td>
<td>$T_p = 4T_s(PRI + 2)$</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency</td>
<td>$f_c = 5.300$ GHz</td>
<td>GHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirp length</td>
<td>$T_c = 37.12$ $\mu$s</td>
<td>$\mu$s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirp bandwidth</td>
<td>$B_c = 15.508$ 29 MHz</td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VII. Relative Accuracy of Tandem Phase Data**

In this section, we assess how well ERS-1 and ERS-2 Tandem data align when processed with the above parameters before calibration. We used the nominal value $t_{0,b} = 6.265 \mu s$ for the slant range offset bias, $t_{l,b} = 0$ s for the along track bias, and assumed identical delays ($t_{0,s} = 0$ s) in the ERS-1 and ERS-2 radars. The accuracy is a lower limit on the absolute accuracy of the mapping between geographical and radar coordinates, as common mode errors both static and varying with time add additional uncertainties. Sections IX–XI demonstrate that the common mode errors can be calibrated out, and Section XII shows that drift is insignificant.

It is our experience that even 2000 km long strips can be aligned sufficiently well for generation of interferograms by the use of a constant shift in range and azimuth. For optimal coherence, a nonlinear resampling could additionally be applied to accommodate (and estimate) excessive differences in surface motion, e.g., near-earthquake faults or fast moving ice, or to compensate for image distortions caused by ionospheric or possibly atmospheric distortions.

The alignment of ERS-1 and ERS-2 data in range and azimuth is investigated by using a mixture of ascending and descending orbit tandem pairs from Greenland (ten pairs), Aalborg, Denmark, (three pairs), and Flevoland, the Netherlands, (eight pairs). In each pair, the shifts are estimated by cross correlating 512 patches of 128 samples X 128 samples.

The estimated shifts in meters are shown in Fig. 1. Since both the uncertainty of the ERS-1 image and the ERS-2 image contribute to the observed shift, the root mean square (rms) uncertainty of the individual images is $1/\sqrt{2}$ of the rms of the combined shifts. In range, the mean difference is $-3.8$ m with an rms uncertainty of 1.1 m. We interpret that as a $1.1$ m error. Section VII shows that the combined shifts are in good agreement with experiences at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany [20].

**VIII. Transponders**

ESA has three transponders permanently deployed in Flevoland primarily for radiometric calibration of ERS images.
[21], [22]. The transponders are controlled by lookup tables such that they are powered up and positioned to point to the ERS satellites on each overpass, both ascending and descending. However, during some overpasses, some or all transponders are not operated. In [1], an extensive investigation of radiometric calibration is given. In our study, those data have been used to identify orbit numbers with transponder activity.

A straightforward approach to geometric calibration requires knowledge of the transponder delays and the transponder positions, see Table II. The position measurements were carried out in 1991 using GPS and may be erroneous by tens of meters (personal communication, ERS Helpdesk). Therefore, the horizontal positions \((\phi_0, \lambda_0)\) are used as nominal positions only and refined during the calibration. The horizontal position of the transponders estimated from ERS data, though, differs by less than 10 m from the GPS measurements. The vertical positions \(h_M\) are found from a map [23]. A geoid correction of 43.6 m with an estimated accuracy of \(\pm 0.5\) m and an antenna height of 0.85 m were used [personal communication, R. Forsberg and H. Jackson].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flevoland transponders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\phi_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\lambda_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h_M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta_t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\phi_E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\lambda_E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta_{\lambda})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta_t)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IX. CALIBRATION (FLEVOLAND)

Four ascending and four descending orbit tandem pairs covering Flevoland were used for calibrating our processing chain for a constant slant range bias \(t_{0,b}\) and a constant azimuth bias \(t_{t,b}\).

Due to the uncertainties in the GPS measurements, it was decided to estimate the horizontal transponder positions from the ERS data. This is possible because both ascending and descending orbit acquisitions are available. The transponder heights and the transponder delays, though, cannot be separated from a slant range bias. Therefore, \(\Delta h\) and \(\Delta h_t\) are used directly from Table II.

The ascending and descending orbit tracks are assumed having directions \(-\psi\) and \(180^\circ + \psi\), respectively, where \(\psi\) is the direction relative to north, defined in a clockwise sense (meaning east is \(+90^\circ\)). With an angle of incidence \(\theta\), the projections of the ascending and descending line-of-sight unit vectors \(\hat{h}_a, \hat{h}_d\) on \(\hat{e}\), and \(\hat{n}\) unit vectors in a Cartesian east, north, and up system become

\[
\hat{h}_a \cdot \hat{e} = -\hat{h}_d \cdot \hat{e} = \cos \psi \sin \theta \\
\hat{h}_a \cdot \hat{n} = \hat{h}_d \cdot \hat{n} = \sin \psi \sin \theta.
\]

The corresponding projections of the along track unit vectors \(\hat{t}_a\) and \(\hat{t}_d\) become

\[
\hat{t}_a \cdot \hat{e} = \hat{t}_d \cdot \hat{e} = -\sin \psi \\
\hat{t}_a \cdot \hat{n} = \hat{t}_d \cdot \hat{n} = \cos \psi.
\]

The method is as follows. For each Tandem pair, two SLCs are formed, the relative shifts in range and azimuth are found, the error in the alignment is distributed equally between the ERS-1 and the ERS-2 images, the SLCs are reprocessed, and an interferogram is formed. Now a linear estimation problem can be set up. The observables are the difference between the observed and the predicted slant range, and azimuth positions of each of the transponders. The unknown parameters are the slant range bias and the azimuth timing bias (both assumed common for
the ascending and the descending orbit images) and an east and
a north position error for each of the transponders. To improve
the precision, the transponder positions are found in the SLCs,
not in the interferograms.

The estimation results are shown in Table III for three es-
timations. In iteration 0, \( t_{0,b} = 6.265 \mu s \) and \( t_{L,b} = 0 \) s and
the nominal (ESA) transponder positions rounded to three deci-
mals are used. The rounding potentially introduces up to a 56 m
error. The estimated slant range bias using our SAR processor
is found to be \( \Delta_r = 53.67 \) m, corresponding to \( t_{0,b} = 6.622 \)
\( \mu s \). The estimated along track bias is found to be \( \Delta_n = -9.9 \)
m, corresponding to \( t_{L,b} = 1.25 \) ms. Iteration 1 serves as verifi-
cation. Here, the predicted positions are based on those derived
from iteration 0. In the last column in Table III, the nominal
transponder positions have been used, and only the slant range
and the azimuth biases estimated. The standard deviations of
the residuals have been divided into two components. The vari-
ations from interferogram to interferogram, \( \sigma_r, \mu \) and \( \sigma_n, \mu \)
represent the uncertainties in range offset and azimuth timing. The
estimation noise \( \sigma_r, n \) and \( \sigma_n, n \), assumed common for all in-
terferograms, describes the consistency of the transponder mea-
surements in one SLC image.

Table III shows a 0.4 m rms error in the slant range direction,
corresponding to 1 m on ground, and a 5.7 m rms error in az-
imuth. This demonstrates an excellent stability of the ERS radar
system.

The selected approach has the drawback that a scaling error
in the slant range direction cannot be identified. This implies
that a possible slant range stretch or shrink will be interpreted
as position errors in the east-west direction. A validation using
passive targets with known positions, distributed in range, does
not have this drawback (see Section XI). A closer look at the po-
sitions and errors in Table II shows that the deviations between
the positions provided by ESA and the estimated ones could be
interpreted as a stretch in slant range. However, the sign is dif-
ferent from what is expected if the commonly cited value
\( f_s = 18.96 \) MHz of the sampling frequency is correct rather than the
one used.

X. VALIDATION (AALBORG)

Three descending tandem pairs covering Aalborg Airport,
Denmark, have been used for validation. It is difficult to iden-
tify points with known geographical coordinates in ERS images.
Here, the intersections of runways at Aalborg Airport have been
used. The geographical coordinates and the heights are found
from a map [24]. The SAR image coordinates are found as the
intersection of the center lines drawn on the runways (see
Fig. 2).

The results for the five points used are shown in Table IV.
The mean slant range error for the three pairs is 1.4 m, corre-
sponding to 3.5 m on the ground. The mean azimuth error is
\( -21.8 \) m. However, it is also seen that a major part of this az-
imuth error originates from the pair I1, comprising ERS-1 orbit
21 596, from the initial phase of the tandem period, where also
ERS-1 to ERS-2 consistency for some reason is degraded (see
Fig. 1). Excluding that interferogram, the mean slant range error
is 1.7 m corresponding to 4.3 m on the ground, and the mean az-
imuth error is \( -4 \) m.
XI. VALIDATION (GREECE)

Corner reflectors with known 3-D positions are ideal for verification of the A/D sampling frequency \( f_s \) as compared to transponders, as they exhibit no potentially erroneous internal delay. By comparing the predicted pixel positions of the reflectors in near and far range of the slant range images, a shrink or stretch can be estimated. Such a shrink or stretch is directly proportional to A/D sampling frequency errors.

As part of the Framework IV Seismic Network Administration Program (SNAP) Project coordinated by the NPA Group, 6 large reflectors have been deployed in Corinth, Greece, and another six reflectors in Crete, Greece, [25]. The reflectors were surveyed with an accuracy on the order of 1 cm by using differential GPS [personal communication, Mark Haynes, NPA Group, Edenbridge, Kent, U.K.].

Here, we use ERS-1 images and ERS-2 images to assess the slant range difference between the expected and the observed positions (see Fig. 3). The figure shows no significant trends in the slant range errors. This confirms the validity of the D-PAF value for \( f_s \). Also note that the slant range offset errors are within 3 m corresponding to 7 m on ground.

XII. LONG-TERM STABILITY

To assess the long term stability of the range offset and the along track timing calibration two time series of ERS images covering Death Valley, CA, were processed. The eleven-image ERS-1 time series was acquired between April 24, 1992 and November 7, 1999. The 15 image ERS-2 time series was acquired between September 25, 1995 and June 21, 1999. For both series, a reference frame was selected and the remaining data aligned interferometrically with respect to that. The reference frames were acquired on September 24, 1995, and October 14, 1996 respectively. This approach is possible since many regions in the Death Valley area exhibit exceptionally good interferometric coherence (better than 0.8) even over a four year period.

The slant range and azimuth timing offsets are shown in Fig. 4. The figure indicates a ±3 m slant range offset drift for ERS-1. Although, this corresponds to ±7 m on ground, our approach has been to use data sets from 1995 to 1996 for slant range calibration and ignore the drift. No drift is seen for ERS-2.

With respect to azimuth timing drift, no clear evidence is seen in Fig. 4 for ERS-1 or ERS-2. One outlier is observed for the ERS-1 orbit 21 429 data acquired on August 20, 1995. The timewise coincidence with the two problematic frames (from Flevoland and Aalborg) in Fig. 1 strengthens our confidence that ERS-1 azimuth timing was somewhat degraded during the initial part of the Tandem phase.

XIII. STANDARD CALIBRATION DATA SET

For generation of SAR products with a good geometric fidelity, a SAR processor has to be calibrated (or verified) at least for slant range offset and azimuth timing errors.

We suggest to use the Flevoland site, covered by ascending orbit data from track 29, frame 1053, and by descending orbit data from track 151, frame 2457. Good calibration pairs include the ascending orbit Tandem data set 25 067/05 394 and the descending orbit Tandem set 23 185/03 512. All three transponders
are operating in all four images and in our calibration experiment, the along-track errors are closest to the mean value for those pairs.

At present, we believe that the most accurate estimate of the transponder positions are those estimated from ERS data [see Table II, (\(\phi_E, \lambda_E\))]. However, ESA plans to resurvey the transponders in preparation for the ENVISAT ASAR.

XIV. CONCLUSIONS

A simple algorithm for extraction of SAR parameters and a method for raw data preparation is provided. It is demonstrated that by using the outlined dead-reckoning method, a relation between the SAR geometry (slant range, squint angle) and a geographical system can be established with a 10 m horizontal accuracy.

The accuracy of the results has been verified by using ERS imagery from one American and three European sites. Both passive and active reference targets were used. Also, the long term drift of the ERS system, including both hardware and data annotation procedures, has been assessed and no significant drift was found, although a minor range drift was observed for ERS-1.

The results demonstrate the high stability of the ERS satellites, the systems for controlling the satellites, the estimation of orbit state-vectors, and the on-ground processing chain.

The excellent geometric properties of ERS data are of great value for exploitation of ERS data. On the one hand, it simplifies SAR processing, interferometric SAR processing, and geocoding, as dead-reckoning methods can be used. On the other hand, it broadens the application field, since accurate geocoding is crucial for many applications but difficult or even impossible due to lack of ground control points.

APPENDIX I

RAW SAR IMAGE PROCESSING

The ERS.SAR.RAW data used, provided in CEOS format by ESA, will be denoted the RAW product, [18]. The RAW product consists of four files but only the Leader File and the Data Set File with the actual SAR data are relevant here. Table V summarizes the important parameters which are provided in the auxiliary information of each raw data line.

### A. Missing Line Cleaning Algorithm

The developed algorithm relies on the assumptions that the order of lines is always correct, and bit-errors in the IFC are not systematic.

The overall algorithm works as follows. The lines are read one line at a time. As long as the IFC is correct (\(k\) lines with consecutive IFC values), the lines are output to the file. If the IFC values are not consecutive, the lines are read and queued until \(k\) lines with consecutive IFC values are found. If the number of lines in the queue matches the number expected, the IFC values are corrected and all lines in the queue output. If the number of lines in the queue does not match the expected, all but \(k\) lines in the queue are discarded and an appropriate number of dummy lines added. We have used \(k = 3\) successfully until now. An implementation of the algorithm is outlined in [26].

### B. SWST Cleaning Algorithm

We have chosen a simple algorithm. First, we select a desired SWST value for the cleaned data. The desired SWST can either be set automatically by searching for the first SWST in the field with identical SWST values or set manually.

The SWST of each line is bit cleaned separately. Only SWST values differing from the desired SWST by a multiple of 22 units are considered valid. If a nonvalid SWST is encountered it is set to the value of the previous line.

If the SWST of the first line is not a valid SWST, it is not changed. This nonvalid SWST value can thus ripple from the start line to the first line encountered with a valid SWST.

Following the bit cleaning, each line is shifted in accordance with the desired SWST. The length of the lines can simultaneously be changed to avoid any loss of data.

### C. ICU Estimation Algorithm

The ICU values are provided in each raw data line header (see Table V). Since one ICU step corresponds to 1/256 s and updated every fourth pulse, the accuracy is too coarse for high precision geocoding. In this section, a method for calculating a second estimation scheme, a new ICU using many radar lines is devised. In the selected estimation scheme, a new ICU pair is stored in a buffer each time the ICU increases by exactly one. The logic is that every time the ICU is updated the transition took place between zero and four pulses earlier. When 1000 points are stored, a line is fitted. Since only ICU steps by exactly one are considered, ICU values with bit errors are in effect discarded.

### APPENDIX II

AUXILIARY DATA PROCESSING

Table V and VI summarize the parameters used from the signal data record (SDR) of the raw data file and the data set summary record (DSS) of the leader file. The following sections describe how the required parameters are derived.

### A. Sampling Frequency \(f_s\)

The sampling frequency used is

\[
f_s = 18.962468 \text{ MHz},
\]

This algorithm also handles bit errors in the beginning and end of the file in a robust manner. In that case, faulty lines will be queued but never output, because they are not enclosed by blocks of \(k\) consecutive IFC values.
TABLE VI
IMPORTANT PARAMETERS FROM THE LEADER FILE. PARENTHESES INDICATES
THAT THE ACTUAL VALUE OF THE PARAMETER IS FIXED IN OUR PROPOSED
PARAMETER EXTRACTION SCHEME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>(f_s)</td>
<td>carrier frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>(c_0)</td>
<td>chirp phase coeff. (quadratic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>(f_p)</td>
<td>sampling frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>(T_p)</td>
<td>pulse length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>ICU&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>satellite binary time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>ICU&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>satellite clock time (UTC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>(\text{ICU}_{\Delta})</td>
<td>satellite clock step (1/256 s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value has not been consistent in the leader files processed by us. The value presented above is the one provided by the D-PAF. Compared to the commonly cited value of 18.96 MHz, it represents shrinking the ground swath width by 15 m. Compared to the value of 18.962 431 MHz derived by doubling of a reference oscillator frequency of 61.6279 MHz, followed by a division by 13 and a multiplication by 2, it represents shrinking the ground swath width by 20 cm, (i.e., 7 cm in slant range).

The analysis of pixel positions of corner reflectors in near and far range of the images does not have sufficient accuracy to distinguish a 7 cm slant swath shrink, corresponding to less than 1/100 of the range pixel spacing, see Section XI. For most, if not all, applications, it is also insignificant. The corner reflector analysis, though, does confirm that the selected value of \(f_s\) is sufficiently accurate.

From the selected value of \(f_s\), a value for \(4T_s = 4/f_s = 210.943006 \text{ ns}\) is found, where \(T_s\) is the sampling interval. The values of other parameters e.g., the pulse repetition interval, are based on \(4T_s\).

It is also noted that the above mentioned choice of \(f_s\) makes the ICU timer (which time-tags the radar lines) consistent with A/D sampling timing. It is not evident that it should be so, since the two clocks are independent. It adds to our confidence in the above quoted value for \(f_s\) that the pulse repetition period derived in the next section using this value of \(f_s\) is consistent with long time averages derived from UTC and the ICU counter. From 37 ERS-1/2 frames we estimated the slope of the ICU to be ICU<sub>skope</sub> = 0.152 392 052, which combined with the ICU<sub>Δ</sub> value of 1/256 s from the leader file gives \(T_p = 0.595281456\) ms. This is in good agreement with the value of \(T_p\) calculated below by using the A/D sampling frequency \(f_s\).

B. Pulse Repetition Interval \(T_p\)

The pulse repetition interval is derived from

\[ T_p = 4T_s (\text{PRI} + 2). \]

The integer PRI value is fixed for every phase of ERS-1 and ERS-2, (personal communication, ERS Helpdesk). For ERS-1 phase G and ERS-2 phase A, i.e., the entire ERS-2 mission at least including August 2000, PRI = 2820, corresponding to \(T_p = 0.595281163\) ms. The resulting PRF of \(1/T_p\) differs from the nominal PRF value in the leader file by ~0.02 Hz, corresponding to an along track stretch of 12 m over a 1000 km strip.

C. Slant Range Offset \(t_0\)

The slant range offset is derived from

\[ t_0 = 9T_p + \text{SWST} \cdot 4T_s - t_{0,b} - t_{0,s} \]

where \(t_{0,b}\) is a common slant range bias and \(t_{0,s}\) the bias difference between ERS-1 and ERS-2. The selected values of \(T_p\) and \(4T_s\) are provided above. We have determined the common bias to be \(t_{0,b} = 6.622 \mu s\) from calibration experiments using Flevoland data, see Section IX. It includes both the actual bias, shifts relating to our specific implementation of the range compression using a nonlinear FM chirp, and an atmospheric bias. Interferometric processing of many data sets also shows a systematic difference between the ERS-1 and ERS-2 slant range offsets, see Section VII. We define \(t_{0,s} = 0\) s for ERS-1 and find \(t_{0,s} \approx -0.025 \mu s\), corresponding to -3.75 m, for ERS-2, see Section VII.

D. Time Of First Line \(t_l\)

The time of first line is derived from

\[ t_l = (t_{l,0} - \text{ICU}_b) \cdot \text{ICU}_{\Delta} + \text{ICU}_t + t_{t,b} \]

where \(t_{l,0}\) is the estimated ICU of first line (see Appendix A), ICU<sub>Δ</sub> = 1/256 s, ICU<sub>b</sub> and ICU<sub>t</sub> extracted from the leader file (see Table VI), and the along track bias \(t_{t,b} = 1.25\) ms found from our Flevoland calibration experiment (see Section IX).

E. Carrier Frequency \(f_c\)

The carrier frequency used is

\[ f_c = 5.300 \text{ GHz}. \]

Though consistent in all leader files processed by us until now, we have chosen to fix it. The value is consistent with a carrier frequency of 5.300 010 GHz derived by frequency division and multiplication of \(f_s\).

F. Chirp Length \(T_c\)

The chirp length used is

\[ T_c = 37.12 \mu s. \]

G. Chirp Bandwidth \(B_c\)

The chirp bandwidth used is

\[ B_c = 15.50829 \text{ MHz}. \]
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